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There are two main well-known mechanisms which contribute to the energy of the vacuum:
spontaneous symmetry breaking and Casimir eect. The Casimir eect is a direct consequence of
quantum eld theory and it is in principle the only macroscopic manifestation of the nontrivial prop-
erties of the physical vacuum. Although the Casimir eect has been extensively studied [1, 2].There
are still diÆculties in both its interpretation and renormalization [3]. Moreover not having an eÆ-
cient method for obtaining the ground state of a quantum eld, in practice, limits all calculations
to the special case of highly-symmetric boundary conditions(parallel plates,sphere,cylinder) with
a specic background metric. The wedge with a circular outer boundary is an interesting system,
since the geometry is nontrivial and it includes two dynamical parameters, radius and angle, for
phenomenological purposes. This consideration can be applied for cosmic strings which could have
been produced in the early universe as by-products of cosmological phase transition[4]. Supercon-
ducting strings form a particular subclass of cosmic strings condition [5]. In the case of scalar eld,
it is reasonable to impose a Dirichlet boundary condition at r = a [6]. The background is assumed
Minkowski since it can be applied for cosmic strings. It is known that the geometry outside such a
string is locally at, with an angle  = 8G being removed,where G is the gravitational constant
and  ' 10
22
g=cm is the mass per unit length. The relationship between the string decit angle
 and the Minkowski space wedge angle 
0
is  = 2(   
0
). In this paper we will study the
Casimir theory of a massless scalar eld by general curvature coupling inside a perfect wedge of
opening angle 
0
with and without a circular outer boundary. Some most relevant investigations
to the present paper have been considered for electromagnetic eld for the perfect wedge with con-
formal coupling in [7, 8, 9, 10], electromagnetic energy density around a superconducting cosmic
string[11] and total Casimir energy of a semi-circular innite cylinder[12]. Our method employs
mode summation and an eÆcient way to extract nite parts from the vacuum expectation value of
the non-observable quantity, which are observable by using the generalized Abel-Plana summation
formula[13]. We will take advantage of dimensional and zeta function regularization. We have
organized the paper as follows: The next section is devoted to the consideration of local Casimir
energy for massless scalar eld inside of the perfectly wedge with general curvature coupling, this
investigation is essential for the main purpose of this paper in section III, which include analysis
of the surface divergence. Finally, the results are re-mentioned and discussed in section IV.
3II. VACUUM ENERGY DENSITY INSIDE A WEDGE FOR SCALAR FIELD WITH
GENERAL CURVATURE COUPLING
In this section we will consider a scalar eld ', with curvature coupling , satisfying Dirichlet
boundary condition on the boundary of the wedge-shaped region formed by two plane boundaries
intersecting at an arbitrary angle 
0
:
(t; r; = 0; z
1
; : : : ; z
N




; : : : ; z
N
) = 0; (1)
where we use cylindrical coordinates (r; ; z
1
; : : : ; z
N
) in D = N + 2 -dimensional space. The








'(x) = 0; (2)
where R - is the scalar curvature for the background spacetime, and  - is the parameter of the
curvature coupling. By using this equation, in the case of the at background the corresponding










































(x)g is a complete orthonormal set of positive frequency solutions to the eld equation
with quantum numbers , satisfying the boundary condition Eq. (1). In the region inside the









































(z) is the Bessel function. Substituting eigenfunctions into Eq. (4) for






















































































































  (1  =2)  (l+ 1  =2)
: (9)









































































































(N + 2)(   
c

























To obtain the regularized value of the energy density we have to subtract from Eq. (6) the
corresponding quantity for the Minkowski vacuum without boundaries. The latter can be found





















; n =      2; 1; 0; 1; 2 : : : : (13)
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;k; r) ; (14)
where j0
M









































In the following we will consider the case N = 1.the summation is evaluated by dierentiations of

































































































. We will use this
result in the next section. It is of interest that renormalized local energy density just for conformal
coupling is angle independent and angle divergences is not presented due to conformal symmetry.














which is in accordance with Ref.[2, 15]. It is observed that the kind of singularity for scalar and
electromagnetic led Ref.[7, 8, 17] for the case of conformal is the same. For 
0
=  it can be easily
seen that the expression Eq. (18) coincides with the standard result for the Casimir energy density
in the case of a single plate geometry.The divergence in expression Eq. (18) is due to idealized
conditions such as the sharpness of two sides of wedge, perfect conductivity and the cusp at the
origin Ref. [7, 17].
III. VACUUM ENERGY DENSITY INSIDE A WEDGE WITH CIRCULAR
BOUNDARY
Having investigated the vacuum energy density inside a wedge we now turn to the case with
additional circular boundary with radius a. The boundary conditions are Dirichlet ones:
'(t; r; = 0; z
1
; : : : ; z
N




; : : : ; z
N
) = 0; (20)
'(t; r = a; ; z
1
; : : : ; z
N
) = 0:
















6where the notations are the same as in Eq. (5) and 
n;





























































The essence of the calculation will be exhibited if we restrict our attention to energy component,
however for conformal case one can obtain all components with exploiting the continuity equation.
To obtain renormalized expectation value of the energy momentum tensor one can apply a certain
second-order dierential operator on the regularized bilinear function of elds such as Hadamard
function, Feynman Green function, etc.. The regularized vacuum EMT dose not depend on the
specic choice, the method we choose is direct expansion of eld operator in positive and negative
frequencies and we will use the mode summation method.





































! 1, ! 0 is introduced. As in the previous case
































































































































[exp( il)f(ix) + exp(il)f( ix)]dx (26)
7This formula is valid for analytic function f(x) satisfying the conditions
jf(z)j < (x)e
cjyj
; z = x+ iy; c < 2 (27)
f(z) = o(z
2jnj 1
); z ! 0 (28)
where  ! 0 for x ! 1. It can be seen that if the integration over k in Eq. (24) is not carried
out then a well-dene form of f(x) could not been obtained. In this case, we still keep the cut o
function 

however its class of functions can be determined by conditions Eq. (27) and Eq.(28).

















































The rst term of Eq. (26) for obtained f(x) can be rearranged if we rename x=a to !. It can be
seen that this term dose not depend on the radius a, however the remaining terms do. Also if the

























i it is clear that
if we subtract the radius independent part and instead substitute the renormalized energy density
for this particular geometry(the wedge), the renormalized energy density is obtained. It is obvious
that the use of the generalized Abel-Plana formula allows extraction from innite quantities ,the





















is equal to Eq. (18).
For obtaining the second part of Eq. (26), f(x) should be expanded around z = 0. By taking



















































The energy density contribution of the second part of Eq. (26) is denoted by 
1




















This term for N 6= 1 is zero, since our main concern is the asymptotic behavior of energy density
on the boundary, one can evaluate the summation where r approach to a . In order to do it, we











FIG. 1: A plot of angle dependent term in 
1
.














This term for all angle has a negative sing where 1=4 > . At  = 0 and 
0
which corresponds to
two sides of wedge, we have divergences ,as we expected. this is shown in Fig (1). For obtaining
the third part of Eq. (26), we use following relations to convert positive and negative imaginary






















































































gives us a new terms with coeÆcient











9The N dependent terms can be eliminated by taking advantage of the reection formula for the
gamma function,




By making use of uniform asymptotic approximation for Bessel function [16] and implementing





































































































the summation is evaluated by dierentiations of the geometric series Eq. (16)and exploiting zeta
function or cut o regularization methods Eq. (17), then one can nd the asymptotic behavior of

2


























As already expected energy density around the surface is divergent. These surface divergences
which originate due to the nonphysical nature of a perfect conductor boundary conditions and
idealized curved boundary, are well known in quantum eld theory with boundaries. They are
investigated in detail for various types of elds and general shape of the smooth boundary[7, 17].
However for non-smooth boundaries such as here, full investigation, can predict the divergence.
There are two kinds of divergences around surface, radius and angle dependent terms. The strength
of radius divergences varies with respect to angle, it becomes stronger near two sides of wedge
 = 
0
; 0. This is shown in Fig (2). At  = 
0
=2 which is the furthest point to two sides of










similarities between geometry on the hand and completed cylinder[18]. This kind of divergences
is also appeared for electromagnetic energy density near the surface of cosmic string with nite
radius[11]. The (a   r)
 1





interpreted as measurable of deviation from smooth boundary. The strength of divergences on the
surface is modied by 
 3
0


















In the present paper, the vacuum energy of massless scalar elds with Dirichlet boundary
conditions with general curvature coupling on wedge and wedge with circular outer boundary
has been studied. All calculations are made at zero temperature and it is assumed that the
boundary conditions are frequency independent. The latter means no dispersive eect was of
interest. Unlike most previous studies of scalar Casimir eect here we adopted the local approach.
Energy density for the wedge has been obtained by standard application of mode summation
method Eq. (18). In section III it was shown by application of generalized Apel-Plana summation
method,that regardless of the cuto function one can subtract the Minkowskian part and obtain












from Eq. (18,31,34) and surface divergences from
Eq. (18,32,39). The decomposition of energy density into wedge and wedge with circular outer
boundary obtained in this method led us to subtract the Minkowski part just by renormalizing the
energy density for wedge boundary. For scalar elds with general curvature coupling the essential
point is the relation between the mode sum energy, evaluated as a renormalized sum of the energies
for each normal mode of frequency, and the volume integral of the renormalized energy density.
For at spacetime background the rst quantity dose not depend on , since the normal modes are
the same for elds with dierent . However the corresponding energy-momentum tensor depends
on . As a result, the mode sum energy and integral renormalized energy are dierent. In order
for the curvature coupling to be canceled out, surface energy should be taken into account [7, 17].
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